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New zealand rugby world cup 2015 highlights

New Zealand held off an energetic battle back from Australia to confirm their status as the world's highest rugby nation with a 34-17 victory in the World Cup final at London's Twickenham Stadium. In front of a crowd of more than 82,000, the All Blacks made history by becoming not only the first team to save the Rugby
World Cup, but also the first to lift the trophy for the third time in four years of the event's 28-year history. And they certainly couldn't have wished for better conditions in which to seal such lofty accomplishments. It was the first final between two neighboring rivals and the world's top two tanked teams, with the All Blacks
denying the Wallabies their third World Cup title. Eventually they were forced to do it the hard way. Taking control in the first half, New Zealand looked set to run away in the final after scoring a try on either side of half-time, using Nehe Milner-Skudder and Ma'a Nonu to take a 21-3 advantage. But a yellow card to All
Black Ben Smith, who left his team down man for 10 minutes, gave Australia the rescue that they clung to when David Pocock drove over the line. And when Tevita Kuridrani took advantage of the Australian man further to reduce the deficit to four points with 16 minutes remaining, the remaining contest was thrown well
and truly back into balance. But as so often in his illustrious career, it was Boot Dan Carter that steadied New Zealand. A sensational drop goal with 10 minutes left gave the All Blacks some breathing space, which he soon built with a penalty. And the 33-year-old's conversion after a late breakaway try from Beauden
Barrett saw the All Blacks win escaping away and took Carter's personal tally to 19 points. His highest and almost flawless kicking, also decisive in a narrow semi-final win over South Africa, extended his record as international rugby's highest ever scorer, and was a fitting way to bow in his 112nd and final international.
The moment was even more special for Carter after he missed a New Zealand celebration on home soil four years ago. He is not the only All Black legend to depart the stage at the very top of his sport. Experienced captain Richie McCaw is expected to confirm his retirement, and after some early Carter penalties, it was
his pass, the culmination of some brilliant All Blacks handling, that helped break open New Zealand's advantage with the first try of the game right before halftime. Nehe Milner-Skudder, a breakout star at the other end of this World Cup on the scale of the scale at McCaw, dived over the line in the corner to give New
Zealand a 16-3 advantage. It was a crucial moment for the New Zealand property and territorial advantage – which read 71 percent and 79 percent, respectively, in the first half – the number. And they looked home and dry when only two minutes into the second half, Sonny Bill Williams landed a Nonu burst through
gaping holes in the Australian defence and, after side-stepping last defender, score a thrilling try. Australia was anemic to this point, struggling to get any kind of attack going, not helped by injuries that brought the finals of Kane Douglas and Matt Giteau to the early end. After the grueling World Cup in which they had to
come through Pool Death against England and Wales, Michael Cheika's team, which had exceeded low expectations when he took over just a year ago, seemed to have nothing left. It's to their credit that they took advantage of Smith's sin-binning to match a real contest. Pocock furtherd his powers as a player of the
tournament by scoring from a driving maul, and just as Smith had to return, Kuridrani went over after an inspired kick from Will Genia. New Zealand, though, thanks to the calming influence of Carter, would not be denied a first World Cup triumph away from home. New Zealand justified their status as Rugby World Cup
favourites, but were pushed to limit South Africa to winning the first RWC semi-final at Twickenham Stadium on Saturday. After a disappointing and undisciplined first half, the All Blacks turned the game on their heads with a 10-point burst in the opening 12 minutes of the second half to ensure a lead they would never
lose. Dan Carter's kicking and tries from wing Jerome Kaino and backup wing Beauden Barrett were enough to see off the Springboks, who could score no more than six penalties, five of them from Handre Pollard.South Africa edged in the first half 12-7, largely because the All Blacks introduced them to nine penalties
and Pollard kicked four of them. Succession OFFSIDESNew Zealand was ahead 7-3 thanks to a try after six minutes in the right corner with Kaino and Carter?s conversion. But the successor to offsides and yellow card Kaino, for kicking the ball away when in an offside position, left the tournament favorites in a
precarious position midway through. The rain, light in the first half, was noticeably heavier at the beginning of the second and a piece of brilliance by Carter, who dropped a goal from 25-plus yards, reducing the deficit to two points before Kaino returned. Julian Savea fumbled a clever grubber kick, but it was only a
temporary suspension for South Africa. In the 52nd minute, Carter and Ma? Nonu created space for left-back wing Beauden Barrett (pictured above) to touch and Carter converted from close to the touchline. Worse yet for the springboks, Bryan Habana was sent to the sin bin for a deliberate knock-on in the build-up.
South Africa fought back and Pollard?s penalty made it 17-15, only for Carter to kick it back to 20-15. With 11 minutes left, Pat Lambie, Pollard?s backup made it 20-18 to put the score on the knife edge but try as they The Springboks could never break New Zealand's defense again. Follow World Rugby on social media:
The Official Website! ,SUBSCRIBE to our YouTube Channel For More Great Videos Follow us on Twitter: Like us Facebook: and Follow us on Instagram: , SUBSCRIBE to our YouTube channel for More Great Videos Follow us on Twitter: Like us on Facebook: and Follow us on Instagram: Julian Savea was one of only
three players to keep his place in the New Zealand team after winning over ArgentinaNew Zealand (34) 58Tries: Vito, Milner-Skudder 2, Fekitoa, Barrett, Savea 2, Smith, Taylor Cons: Barrett 5 Pen: BarrettNamibia (6) 14Try: Deysel Pens: Kotze 3Defending champions New Zealand made two World Cup wins from two
with an effective Pool C victory over Namibia at London's Olympic Stadium. Namibia is the lowest ranked side in the World Cup, which means that the injury limit will always be the goal against the All Blacks. New Zealand scored five tries before the break before adding four more in the second half. The highlight for the
African team was a fine second half try by Johan Deysel.The All Blacks keep a fine pool record the All Blacks haven't lost in 26 matches in the group stages of the World Cup - a record stretching back to the opening rally tournament in 1987 - and they remain on target for a possible quarter-final clash with either Ireland or
France.Steve Hansen's side was often matched and not producing an avalanche of tries many had predicted. New Zealand, who beat Argentina in their tournament opener, face Georgia in Cardiff next Friday, while Namibia, which has yet to win the World Cup game in 16 attempts, play Tonga next Tuesday in
Exeter.New Zealand start imperiouslyOnce number eight Victor Vito had opened the scoring for the All Blacks after six minutes, strolling over the left corner after the break julian savea, writing was on the wall of Phil Davies's side. And even Namibian captain and Saracens legend Jacques Burger, who threw himself into
the fray with a typical abandon and spent most of the game receiving treatment, could stop the All Blacks tide. Man of the match Nehe Milner-Skudder crossed twice before the break and there were also first-half tries to center Malakai Fekitoa and fly-half Beauden Barrett.Savea scored his first try in 2015 just after the
restart, before Namibia, whose side is a mixture of amateurs and professionals, crouched and made life difficult for the All Blacks, especially in the breakdown. Joy namibia shows A narrowingnamibija was rewarded for their efforts when Deysel finished a well-executed move, bursting through the All Blacks defense after
they were caught off guard. Even after prop Jaco Engels was shown a yellow card and New Zealand emptied their bench was the tournament favorites to cut loose. Ben Smith, Savea and Codie Taylor added tries but the final scoreline was more evidence that the gap between the sport's traditional giants and so-called
minnows is narrowing. Although Namibia's defeat was comprehensive, it suggested that they were heading in the right direction: at the 2003 World Cup, they received a 142-0 defeat to Australia, while they sent 80 points against South Africa and Wales in 2011. Hansen will be wary of drawing too many conclusions from
such a one-sided victory, but running center Sonny Bill Williams once again gave food for thought. After shining off the bench against Argentina at the weekend, Williams's direct running and landing again broke out against Namibia, and his sublime offload that led to Fekitoa's try was one of the game's highlights. MilnerSkudder, fragmentary against Argentina, showed he is a side step to light up the tournament, and also made a fine offload for Taylor's try performance, which will also boost Hansen. New Zealand: Slade, Milner-Skudder, Fekitoa, Williams, Savea, Barrett, Perenara, B. Franks, Taylor, Faumuina, Romano, Whitelock,
Kaino, Cane, Vito.Replacements: B. Smith for Slade (52), Nonu for Williams (63), Kerr-Barlow for Perenara (49), Crockett for Faumuina (64), Read Whitelock (57), McCaw for Kaino (65). Not used: Mealamu, Woodcock.Tries: Vito, Milner-Skudder 2, Fekitoa, Barrett, Savea 2, B. Smith, Taylor. Cons: Barrett 5. Pens:
Barrett.Namibia: Tromp, Philander, Greyling, Deysel, Marais, Kotze, Jantjies, Engels, Van Jaarsveld, Coetzee, Van Lill, Uanivi, Burger, du Plessis, Damens.Replacements: Botha for Philander (45), Buitendag for Jantjies (74), Van der Westhuizen for Van Jaarsveld (75), Larson for Coetzee (57), Kitshoff for Van Lill (64),
Venter for Burger (66), Bothma ForMan (45). Not used: Viviers.Sin Bin: Engels (57). Tries: Deysel. Pens: Kotze 3.View from Namibia Namibia
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